Endogamy and Male fertility: Partner choice and fertility among second-generation men of Turkish or Moroccan origin in Belgium
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Many second-generation Turks and Moroccans in Belgium still find their partner in their parents’ country of origin. Although legal constraints are often put forward as a possible explanation of this marriage migration, some studies emphasise that partner choice is the outcome of specific preferences with especially more traditional second-generation men marrying a migrant. Using Belgian Census and register data (2001-2006), we analyse whether partner choice and fertility outcome of second-generation men of Turkish or Moroccan origin are related and driven by (unobserved) preferences. We find that men married to a marriage migrant have more often four or more children, but that once we account for the endogeneity of partner choice, this association turns negative. This suggests that the longing for a traditional family makes some men more likely to marry a marriage migrant and to have more children. Net of selection, migrant marriages have fewer children, potentially because of the migrants’ aspirations for a better life in the host country.